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Maintain (rev. a) Definition of Maintain Definition of Maintene a type of variant for the one rod in a rod assembly in which the end surfaces of two rods
are clinched together. Disclaimer: While we will try to change these files as soon as possible, these files are not owned by our website or by BCPS and are
How Can I Fix? To maintain the air in the pneumatic tires. How Does Asphalt Emulsification Work? The liquid asphalt is transported under high pressure to

the pneumatic tires to create a customized chemical mix of a variety of additives that change the characteristics of the product. What Is Patching? An
asphalt patching contractor takes a new layer of asphalt and applies it to the surface of an existing asphalt surface. The new patch is attached to the old

patch with additional layers of asphalt. What Is A Radial Groove? A groove is a 90 degree trough in the roadway surface. The groove is a continuous
depression in the surface of the roadway that provides drainage. The groove is established to allow concrete slabs to be poured and cured on top of the

roadway surface and be covered with an asphalt paver. The CSSC is a state agency that regulates all aspects of asphalt, sealcoating, recycling,
pavement preservation and preservation of the environment. The agency produces rules to govern the practice of various allied trades and services and

the enforcement of these rules. Paving is the laying down of a thick layer of dry, compacted stone, clay, concrete or asphalt. It differs from road
construction in that the construction of a paving road is the creation of a road surface. Paving methods are most often used for driving areas, but may

also be used for pedestrian or bicycle riding areas. A paver is a machine used to lay rock or stone slabs. Most often a paver is a road maintenance
machine in which a contractor lays a new layer of asphalt or concrete over an existing layer. However, since the paving contractor is responsible for

laying the asphalt or concrete, the paver is commonly used in road construction. The paving contractor will often lay a coating of crushed stone or paver
dust over the asphalt or concrete to create a smoother surface. No – you do not have to be an experienced road worker. The average person who is

learning about a career in paving can be successful. What is an As
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